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Abstract

A aeries of two-dimensional photoelasdc stress
analyses on circular and oval toroidal magnetic field
colls for fusion reactors were made. The circumfer-
ential variation of the coil's magnetic force was
simulated by applying different pressures to sixteen
segmented regions of the Inner surface of the models.
Isochromatlcs and Inocllnlcs «ere measured at selected
points on the loaded model In a transmission polari-
acope using 1 mlcrophotometer. Separate principal
stresses were obtained using the combinati m of photo-
elastic information and isopachic data measured from
the solution of Laplace's equation by the electrical
analog method. Analysis of the same coil geometries,
loadings, and boundary conditions were made using the
finite element method. General agreement between
theory and experiment was realized. From this investi-
gation several variations of coil geometry and methods
of support were evaluated. Based upon this experiment,
suggestions for optimum structural design of toroidal
field coils are presented.

Introduction
In the design of toroidal field magnets for Toka-

mak fusion reactors stresses induced by the toroidal
magnetic field are important. Resides structural con-
siderations, stress could also affect the performance
of the superconductor. Stresses in the coil deoend
not only upon the magnetic field hut also on the shape
of the coll and the manner of support to balance the
magnetic body force. This paper presents the results
of experimental and numeri?al stress analyses of two
potential coil shapes and two different means of sup-
port against the large unbalanced horizontal force in
the coil.

The photoelastic method wss used to analyze plane
coil modeln due to in-plane forces induced by the
simulated toroidal magnetic field. Analysis of the
same model was also made using different finite element
computer codes.

Coil shapes considered were circular and oval (a
compromise between the circular and the highly ideal-
ized D-shape).*1^ Two methods of support (bucking)
against the unbalanced horizontal magnetic force were
used in the experiments. One was two point support,
simulating two bucking rir.Rs and the other was contin-
uous support through an arc of 140° in the vertical
plane, thereby, simulating continuous contact to a
center column.

Equipment
The Loading System

The Lorentz body force distribution in the coil
was simulated by applying pressure on its inner bound-
ary. The loads were applied by sixteen rubber mem-
branes constrained on three sides by the loading
fixture and on the fourth by the model. Each of the
sixteen rubber tubes was subjected to a different
pressure calculated from the magnetic force distri-
bution along the circumference of the coil based upon
a 4.5 Tesla central field.

The loading fixture was mounted in a frame which
was bolted on a trilling machine table which provided
accurate movement of the model in the field of the

polarlscope. This arrangement enabled al l points of
the model to be brought into the field of the polari-
acope. One of the loading fixtures, as located In the
field of the polariscope, and the control panel are
shown In Fig. 1.
The Polarlscone Systen

The polariscope used in this Investigation was a
nine-inch field transmission type with field lenses.
The light source and polarizing unit were mounted in
one optical bench and the analyzing unit and the camera
or observation screen were mounted on the other optical
bench. The polarizer and the analyzer of the polari-
scope were tied together through a common shaft by
friction pulleys and steel cables so that they could
rotate together. This was done to simplify the deter-
mination of isoclinlc angles. The isoclitiics and
fringe orders were found with the aid of a mlcropho-
tomecer. The photoelectric search unit of the photome-
ter was mounted in the back of the small aperture in
the observation screen. Fractional fringe orders were
determined by the use of a Babinet-Soleil coirpensator
together with the photometer. Photographs of the
fringe patterns were taken on Polaroid land film using
a special film holder adapted to the camera of the
polariscope.

Experimental Procedures
Photoelastic Models

Two coil shapes were investigated. The models for
-the circular shape vere simulating a coil with a major
radius of 3.3 m, a nlnor radius of 1.5 m, and a coil
thickness of 0.5 m. A scale factor of 4.516 was used
for the circular models. The oval models were simu-
lating a coil with 3.3 m major radius, 1.5 minor radius,
and 0.45 m thickness with a 1 to 7 scale.

Two models of each shape were used, one for two
point support and the other for continuous support.
The two suiiport points for the circular and oval models
were located at +65° from the horizontal axis toward
the center line of the toroid. The continuous support
for the coil models occupied ^70° arc lengths from the
horizontal axis toward the center line of the toroid.
These selections vere based upon proposed conceptual
designs.

For the circular models the pressure distribution
varied from 140 psi in the segment nearest to the
center line of the toroid to 53 psi in the farthest
segment. The pressure distribution applied to the oval
model varied from 100 psi to 37 psi In an analogous
manner.

The photoelastic material selected for the models
was polycarbonate plastic, PSM-1 furnished by Photo-
.elastic Inc. The nominal fringe value was 40 psi/
fringe/inch for 5461 A light. The fringe value obtained
for each individual sheet deviated slightly from this
value. The modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio
for PSW-1 were 3.4 x 105 psi and 0.38, respectively.

In order to control the residual stresses in the
model due to machining, a high speed router fitted with
Carbide filing bits was used. This technique of pre-
pnring two-dimensional photoelastic models i s described
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Photoelastlc Mensurpiwnt
The image of the point of Interest was brought to

r.he aperture In the observation screen by the horizon-
tal and vertical travel of the milling machine table.
For the determination of the isocllnic angle the
quarter wave plates were removed from the light field.
The crossed polarizer and analyzer were rotated simul-
taneously until the photometer Indicated the dark iso-
cllnic line had passed through the point. For deter-
mining the fringe order the Bablnet-Soleil compensator
waa used together with che isoclinic angle obtained in
the preceding step. With this method of compensation
th« fringe order was determined within 0.01 fringe.
Fringe orders at boundary points were obtained by
extrapolation from three points a small distance apart,
along a chosen line.

Because the field of the polariscope is much
smaller than the size of the model, photographs of
the photoelastic fringe patterns were taken a region
at a time. The series of photographs of local regions
were then fitted together to make the model composite
fringe patterns. Taking advantage of symmetry about
the horizontal axis, only half of the model was shown
in most of the fringe photographs.

Determination of Stresses from the Model
Tangential stress at an unloaded boundary or at

the inner boundary of the model, which experienced
known normal pressure, was determined directly from
the fringe orders. This was done through the stress-
optic relation given in equation (1), using calibrated
fringe vaXues of the material.

Nf

' °2 m h (1)

•where c^ and <3i are the principal stresses, N i s the
fringe order, f the material fringe value and h the
model thickness. If one of the principal stresses i s
known, the other can be obtained directly from equa-
tion (1).

Separate principal stress components at an inter-
ior point of the model could not be obtained directly
from equation (1). Isochromatic fringes indicated the
maximum shear stress distribution directly. The com-
plete state of stress was determined by two different
methods. The first method was the shear difference
method.4 It involved the numerical integration of the
differential equation of stress equilibrium. The
method i s racher laborious and the error i s cumulative
through the path of integration. Since the i sodinics
are not determined with as good accuracy as the fringe
order, considerable discrepancy was found in the sample
calculations. It vas decided that the less laborious
electrostatic analogy method^ he used.

Electrostatic analogy is based on the principle
that both the electric potential In a conducting sheet
and the sum of principal stresses in a plane model
satisfy the Laplace equation. When using the correct
boundary conditions, the measured voltage at a point
in the analogy model can be converted into the sum of
principal stresses in the photoelastic model. This
information together uith the photoelastic fringe
order was used to obtain the separate principal
stresses. When the Isoclinic angle or principal
direction is known, the complete state of stress i s
determined. Figure 2 shows the experimental arrange-
ment of the electrostatic analogy. The model was
made from the Teledeltoa paper. Seventy-four boundary
potential values were regulated from a DC power supply
through potentiometers. The. voltages were measured
with a digital voltmeter with i ts probe mounted on a
rack-and-pinion slide fixture foi- accurate positioning.

In order to obtain the stress in the prototype, a
model law was used. The model law has the following
form: F L h

« p - F * I" h 5 " 0 «. <2>
m p p

where 0- and 0n are the prototype stress and model
stress, respectively, and Lp and L,,,, hp and hn> and
F„ and Fn are the lengths, thicknesses, and loads in
the prototype and model, respectively. For the circu-
lar models the ratio between Op and OB was 59.172; the
ratio for the oval nodeIs was 83.166.

Experimental Results

The Isochromatic fringe patterns represent the
maximum shear stress distribution in the plane of the
model. Fig. 3 shows the bright background photoelastic
fringe patterns from the circular model with two point
support. At the outer boundary the fringe order Is
directly proportional to the tangential stress since
the normal stress i s zero. At the inner boundary the
fringe order is also an Indication of the tangential
stress since the normal stress i s the known applied
pressure at the point. From the fringe patterns in
Fig. 3 It was observed that the critical maximum shear
and tangential stress occurred at the outer and inner
boundaries. Attention was, therefore, directed toward
the boundary stresses. It was also observed that there
was considerable bending in the coll due to in-plane
loading.

The distribution of the boundary stresses in the
Prototype versus 6 for the circular model with two
point support obtained from photoelastic measurements
i s shown in Fig. 4. The peak tangential stress at the
outer boundary at 0° has a value of 27,000 psi. Maxi-
mum shear stress i s half the value of the tangential
stress aince the normal stress (<J2) i s zero. The
maximum tangential stress at the inner boundary occurred
at the angular position of 65° with a value of 24,000
psi. At the other angular positions except near 0° and
65° the stress on both boundaries were considerably
lower.

The photoelastic fringe patterns with bright back-
ground in the oval model with two point support are
given in Fig. 5. With this kind of support the oval
coil was subjected to high bending effect at 0° and
65°. The boundary stresses obtained from this model
are shown in Fig. 6. The highest tangential stress in
the outer boundary again appeared at 0° angular posi-
tion and had a value of 83,000 psi. The maximum tan-
gential stress on the inner boundary occurred at 65°
and had a value of 68,000 psi.

In the case of oval model with 140° continuous
support, the alignment between the model and the support
was very critical. Fig. 7 shows the photoelastic fringe
pattern in dark background of the oval model with good
alignment on the support. In this case the fringe
pattern was symmetrical with respect to the horizontal
axis. It i s noted that both the highest fringe order
and i t s location changed drastically from the case with
two point support. The highest fringe order appeared
at the inner boundary at 40° and there was bending of
relatively small magnitude. The photoelastic fringe
patterns In dark background for a slightly misaligned
(a few thousands on an inch) continuously supported
oval model are shown in Fig. 8. The fringe pattern was
no longer symmetric with respect to the horizontal
axis. Although the highest fringe order s t i l l appeared
at 40° at the inner boundary, the magnitude was much
higher than that of the symmetrical case. The distri-
bution of tangential and maximum shear stress versus
8 for the oval model with both good alignment and
slight misalignment is olven in Fig. 9. Since the
normal stress in the supported region was not known,
the tangential stress at the outer boundary was not
obtained. From the fringe patterns in Fig. 7 and 8
i t can be seen that significant tangential stress
existed at 85° on the outer boundary but i t s magnitude
was lower than the peak values at the inner boundary.
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Ubua support. Unlike In the oval model, continuous
support IR this case caused relatively high tangential
stresses on the Inner boundary at regions centering on
0° and 165°. There was significant bending at both
locations with the neutral axes shifted towards the
outer boundary. The peak tangential stress in the
inner boundary at 0° was found to be about 38,600 psl
and that at 165° was 46,300 psl. It should be noted
that in this model, local contact near 180° with some
of the partitions between two rubber tube compartments
become quite noticeable. Efforts to eliminate this
local effect by applying a pre-load fron the support
did not show Improvement.

Comparison of Photoelastic and Computer Resulta

One of the objectives of this experimental inves-
tigation was to verify the stresses calculated by
the finite element rrethnd using existing computer
code», FEATS7 and SAP8. The photoelastic fringe
patterns for the circular model shown In Fig. 3 waa
compared with the computer predicted isochromatlc
pattern in Fig. 11. Comparison was also made between
Flg. S, the photoelastic fringe patterns for the oval
inodel, and Fig. 12, the computer predicted fringe
patterns. In both models the distribution of the
fringe patterns was found to be nearly identical
between photoelastic and computed results. In com-
paring the numerical values of the maximum shear stress,
i t was found that photoelastic results were consistently
about 30X lower than the computed values. This WHS true
for both circular and oval models with two point sup-
port.

In order to investigate the source of this dis-
crepancy two further experiments vere carried out. In
the first strain gage load cells vere placed at the
two supports of the oval model. The unbalanced resul-
tant horizontal force was measured to be 233.5 pounds
as compared to calculated value of 258 pounds. This
difference is considered to he within the experimental
limits. It may contribute to part of the difference
but will not account for all the deviation. The
second experiment involved determination of stresses
In the photoelastic model with resistance strain pages.
Four delta rosettes of foil strain gages vere placed
at the 1.5° line at locations corresponding to fringe
orders 1, 3, 4, and 5. Precaution was taken by proper
temperature cc^inensatlon of the gage bridge and reduc-
ing the input voltage to the page to 0.47 volts. The
gage length was 0.031 inch. The stress values obtained
from strain measurements vere about 19 to 22% lower
than stresses determined from photoelasticity. The
difference was attributed to the fact that none of the
three gages of each rosette vas located on the point
of Interest. Another effort was made by using two
gage rosettes of 0.031 inch pape lengths. One gage
was Installed In the direction of the maximum princi-
pal stress on the point of Interest. The other page
was orientated In the minimum principal stress direc-
tion at a location at cinse to the point as possible.
This time the stresses were 15 to 19" lower than photo-
elastic results. These strain page experiments tend to
verify the validity of the photoelastic results.

It was recognized that In the plane problems of
elasticity involving multiply connected bodies If on
any boundary the load Ì3 not in self-equilibrium or
reducing to a couple, analytical solutions for the
stresses depend upon the Polsson'a ratio of the materi-
a l . 6 Further investigation Is naeded to resolve thia
question.

Discussion

Examination of the fringe patterns for the two
point support circular coll model shows that at 0°
there i s significant bending. The outer boundary Is
under high tensile streas and the inner boundary has a

<i>irp. At oil" the bending la reversed ctusiiig high
tensile tangential strasa at tha inner boundary and
small tension at the outer boundary. The maximum
ahear stress la also the highest on the Inner boundary
nt 60°. The rest of the coil experienced low tensile
stress of nearly constant magnitude. In the design of
circular coll vith two point support the reinforcement
may be drastically cut back without weakening the over-
all strength of the coil , «here reinforcement* are
needed Is also shown by viewing the stress distribu-
tion In Fig. 4.

Comparing the fringe patterns of Ftg. 3 and 10 for
circular models with two point support and 140° central
angle continuous support, i t can be seen that the con-
tinuous support increased the tangential stress.

The fringe patterns of the oval model with two
supports In Fig. 5 and Its boundary stress distribu-
tions in Fig. 6 show that very high bending stress
existed at the vicinity of 0° and 60°. The maximum
tangential stress was mich higher than those existing
In any other model. The photoelastic frlnpe patterns
of the oval model with a continuous support show
drastic reduction of stresses from the case with two
supports. However, the alignment of the inodel with
the loading fixture i s crit ical . A feu thousands of an
inch misalignment of the horizontal axes caused
about a 605! Increase of peak tangential stress. This
kind of misalignment Is to be expected in practice.
The peak stress in the case with misaligned continuous
support was 36% of that found In the case with two
supports. Consideration of possible misalignment
ahould be used in the final design.

In the analyses carried out in this Investigation
the coll was treated as an isotropie and homogeneous
material. The real coll Is an anlsotrcpic composite
structure. The results obtained from this research
represent only the overall stress distribution and
serve as a guide in coil design. The composite nature
of the coil construction will modify the stress condi-
tions locally. Further experiments with composite
models are needed to verify th<- analysis of real coils
considered as coirposite structures. However, the
results given in this paper will indicate the relative
merit of the combination of coil shapes and deans of
support.

Conclusions

1. If circular colls are chosen, continuous support
should not be considered.

2. The continuously supported oval coil had the
lowest bending stress effects. However, with
slight misalignment the peak stresses In this coil
were higher than the two suppo.t circular coil .

3. Oval coils should not be used with two supports.
4. The circular model vich two supports and the con-

tinuously supported oval model had regions outside
of +60° with low stress levels. This Indicates a
potential reinforcement reduction in this area.

5. Finite element analyses yield conservative results.
The method s.-ould be used in optimization of the
design.
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Fig. 1. Experimental Arrangement for Photoelastic
Analyses.

Fig. 2. Setup for Conducting Sheet Electric Analogy
Experiments.

- Fig. 3. Photoelastic Frlnpie
Patterns of the Cir-
cular Model with Two

• »A Supports (Bricht Pack-
K•" • .„< ' g r o u n d ) .

Fig. 4. Boundary Stress THstrlbutlons In th« Circular
Coll with TWo Supports.

Fig. 5. Photoelastic Fringe Pattern« In the Oval
Model with Two Supports (Brij-ht «ackcround).
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Fig. 6. Boundary Stress Distributions In th« Oval
Coll with Two Supports.
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Flg. 7. Photoelastlc Frlnpe Patterns In the Oval
Model with Aliened Continuous Support
(Dark Background).

Photoelastlc Fringe
Patterns of the Cir-
cular Model with Con-
tinuous Support (Park
Background).

Fig. 8. Photoelastlc Frinpe Patterns In the Oval
Model with Slightly Misaligned Continuous
Support (Dark Background).

Fig. 11, Computer Predicted
Fringe Pattern» of
the Circular Model
with Ivo Supports.
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Fig. 9. Stress Distribution on the Inner Boundary of
the Oval Coil with Continuous Support.

Fig. 12. Computer Predicted
Fringe Patterns of
the Oval Model
with two Supports.


